
SYLLABUS FOR HUMAN BIOLOGY 1200

Fall Semester 2012  3 Credits   Instructor:  Professor Jack Heppler
Room SC 109 Office Hours: See Instructor After Class Or Contact Below
Office SC 115B  Home Phone 673.4556    email: heppler@infowest.com

1.  OBJECTIVES:  Human Biology is designed as a second course in the Life Sciences for the 
Associate Degree.  This course is required of all students in the Paramedic program.  General 
Biology 1010, or Principles of Biology 1610 are prerequisites for this course.  Students in this 
course will gain an understanding of the structure and function of cells, tissues, organs, and 
systems within the context of the human species.  A great deal of emphasis will be placed on 
physiology and the relationship of homeostasis and pathology to the proper functioning of human 
systems.  Students will exhibit an understanding of the course material through exams, quizzes, 
and class discussions.  

2.  REQUIRED TEXTBOOK:  HUMAN BIOLOGY By Sylvia S. Mader & Michael Windelspecht  
McGraw-Hill Publishers.  

3.  LECTURE/DISCUSSION SCHEDULE:  The class is scheduled for 3 days each week, 
Monday, Wednesday, & Friday, 2:00-2:50  pm Section 01.   CRN # 42720

4.  CHALLENGING THE COURSE:  Any student who is officially enrolled in this course and finds 
the material too basic may challenge the course by completing all exams including the final and 
the papers within the first three weeks of the course.  The challenge must be in writing and 
handed to the instructor within the first week of the course.  NOTE:  If you choose this option, be 
careful.  The grade you receive as a result of challenging the course will be recorded and may 
haunt you forever on your transcript!

5.  ATTENDANCE:  The instructor believes that attendance is essential to passing this course.  
"Getting the notes from your neighbor" really never works.  The material is very detailed and you 
need to be here to hear and react firsthand.  It is the philosophy of the instructor that if you fail to 
attend it is YOUR LOSS AND YOUR CONSEQUENCE.  The instructor will not waste class time 
nor insult your integrity and intelligence by playing silly elementary school mentality roll calling 
games.  You are adults and should be responsible for your own actions.  Either make the 
commitment to be here or don't.  The choice and the consequences are yours.  If you miss class, 
you miss information.  NO!! you may NOT borrow my notes.  They are in my head.  The 
message is simple:  ATTEND CLASS, TAKE GOOD NOTES, DO NOT DISTURB, ASK 
QUESTIONS LISTEN CAREFULLY, OR DROP THE COURSE BY OCTOBER 15!  

6.  EXAMINATIONS:  Four horrible unit examinations plus one really ugly final will be given 
during this course.  You will need to furnish GREEN OR BLUE SCANTRON® TEST FORMS 
[#881, #882, OR #882-ES].  The exams will cover all information up to the date of the exam.  
Most of the examination questions will be taken from the material covered during class discussion 
but there will be some questions taken from the assigned reading.  All tests must be taken at the 
specified time.  NO UNIT EXAMS WILL BE GIVEN EARLY.  Makeup exams will be allowed only 
under very special circumstances and at the DISCRETION OF THE INSTRUCTOR and IF 
ARRANGEMENTS ARE MADE IN ADVANCE OF THE ABSENCE.  Floods, earthquakes, volcanic 
eruption, global warming or cooling, fires, and nuclear war are not considered special 
circumstances by your instructor!  The exams will be concept oriented and will consist of multiple 
choice, true-false, and matching questions.  All exams, including the final, will be given in the 
classroom not in the testing center.  



7.  QUIZZES:  Quizzes may be given on the previous discussion, the reading assignment, or any 
other assigned work.  Quizzes may require Scantron forms.  The Instructor will NOT answer 
quiz questions so don’t ask.  No….. I don’t have any Scanrons.
  
8.  GRADING:  Students are encouraged to keep track of their own grades by using this syllabus.  
At least twice during the semester, the instructor will provide grades to the students.  Grades in 
this course will be based on a total of 1000 points and grades will be calculated according to the 
following:

! Unit Examinations!         400 points
! Quizzes! !         300 points
! Final Examination!         200 points
! Readings! !         100 points
!                    !  Total ____ 1000 points
                                                                                                          
The following breakdown can be used to compute your grade:

A! 93-100%! 930-1000 points
A-! 90-  93%! 900-930 points

B+! 87-  90%! 870-900 points
B ! 83-  87%! 830-870 points
B-! 80-  83%! 800-830 points

C+! 77-  80%! 770-800 points   ! NOTE:  These total points and
C! 73-  77%! 730-770 points    ! percentages may be lowered  
C-! 70-  73%! 700-730 points    ! but will not be raised.

D+! 67-  70%! 670-700 points
D! 63-  67%! 630-670 points
D-! 60-  63%! 600-630 points

F! < 60%! < 600 points

9.  CLASS PARTICIPATION:  The instructor encourages class participation and students will not 
be put down or penalized for disagreeing with a particular view of the instructor.  Learning to form 
opinions and questioning the opinions of others is a very important part of the educational 
process.  Please feel free to raise your hand and ask questions or make comments at any time.

10.  DISHONESTY AND CHEATING:  The instructor will not tolerate ANY act of dishonesty or 
cheating in this course.  Cheating in this class will result in loss of credit, embarrassment, and 
perhaps removal from the Dixie State.  It is not worth it.  Don't do it.  It is as simple as that!

11. SUGGESTIONS FOR STUDY AND REVIEW:  This a challenging course.  The instructor 
suggests that you form a study group of 2 to 4 individuals.  One of the most proven ways to 
understand concepts is explaining them to someone else and listening to others explain those 
same ideas to you.  Don't try to cram.  It just does not work for retention.  The exams are very 
concept oriented and memorizing an endless list of terms just will not help you pass the course.  
Study for a couple or hours at a time and then take a break.  Study only with other people who 
really want to study.  Reading out loud helps some people.  Go over your class notes every day.  
Skim your chapters prior to coming to class and read carefully after hearing the discussion.  You 
will notice that each chapter is richly illustrated with diagrams, charts, and tables.  Make good use 
of these as you read the chapter and study for exams.  At the conclusion of each chapter there is 



an excellent SUMMARIZING THE CONCEPTS section, and TESTING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 
QUESTIONS and KEY TERMS section.  CHECK YOUR PROGRESS boxes are found 
throughout the chapters.  Spending time with these sections will further help you to understand 
the chapter concepts and make the class discussions more meaningful.   There are no magic 
shortcuts to getting a good grade in this course.  Time spent is not the key.  Effective studying is 
the answer.  If your not doing as well as you think you should then you are probably not studying 
effectively.  The instructor can’t solve that problem.  You have to take responsibility for your grade.  
This is not high school.  There is no extra credit and the instructor will not curve the grades.  What 
YOU earn is what YOU get.

12.  READINGS:  Each student will be required to read and summarize five (5) articles during the 
semester.  The articles must deal directly with human physiology, disease, emergency care, 
physical therapy, or other topics approved by the instructor.  Newspapers, trash magazines, and 
encyclopedias are NOT acceptable sources.  Sources used must be no more than three years 
old.  The summary is to be no longer than three (3) pages, word-processed and double spaced.   
The source used must be given at the end of the summary.  Please DO NOT put them in a folder 
or cover of any kind.   These summaries may be turned in separately or all at once but will not be 
accepted after November 19, 2012 at the end of class.  The summaries will NOT be returned.  
Write the articles on topics that are of interest to you.  That will make them more meaningful.     

13.  DISCUSSION SCHEDULE AND READING ASSIGNMENTS:  An attempt will be made to 
stay within the general guidelines of this schedule but SOME VARIATIONS MAY, PROBABLY 
WILL, OCCUR AT THE DISCRETION OF THE INSTRUCTOR.  This is a proposed schedule.  It 
is NOT a contract or “rules of engagement” or legal document.  For those of you who are so 
obsessive/compulsive/neurotic that you must be directed by a non-changing schedule, the 
instructor suggests you get a life (and perhaps professional help!!)

14.  All cell phones MUST be turned off or on ‘shut-the-hell-up’ mode during class.  There 
is nothing more rude and selfish than to have a student text or answer a cell phone while a 
class discussion is taking place. If there is some family situation that requires your 
notification, let me know and we can work something out.  Points will be deducted so 
please turn them on silent alarm or OFF.  Your boyfriend, girlfriend, parents, children, 
pimp, drug dealer, employees, employer, stockbroker, or anyone else, can get along 
without you for 50 minutes.  THIS INCLUDES TEXTING, TWEETING, TWITTERING, 
TWIDDLING, TWERPING, FACE BOOKING, BUTT BOOKING OR ANY OTHER FORM OF 
ANTI- SOCIAL MEDIA!  If I see them during an exam I will assume you are cheating.  If it is 
that important for you to be noticed .......... try real SOCIAL MEDIA.  Raise your hand and 
ask an intelligent question!       

15.  DISABILITIES RESOURCE CENTER:  Proper documentation of a disability is required to 
receive services or accommodations.  Any student eligible for and requesting reasonable 
academic accommodations due to a disability must provide a letter of accommodation to their 
professor from the Disability Resource Center within the first two weeks of the beginning of 
classes.  Please contact the Center on the main campus to follow through with the documentation 
process.  They are located in the Disability Resource Center  in the North Plaza Building.  You 
may call for an appointment and further information regarding the American with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) at 652.7516.  You may also contact them at drc@dixie.edu   
 The instructor is not allowed to make a disability diagnosis.



PROPOSED COURSE SCHEDULE

Aug! 20! Syllabus and Course Introduction
! 22! Chp 1, "Exploring Life and Science"
! 24! Chp 2, "Chemistry of Life"
! 27! Continued 
! 29! Continued
! 31! Continued and Concluded.

Sept! 3! Labor Day
! 5! Chp 3, "Cell Structure and Function”!
! 7! Continued and Concluded
! 10! Chp 4, "Organization and Regulation of Body Systems"
! 12! Continued and Concluded.!
! 14! Exam #1 Chapters 1-4.  
! 17! Chp 5, "Cardiovascular System: Heart and  Blood Vessels"
! 19! Continued and Concluded.!  
! 21! Chp 6, "Cardiovascular System: Blood"
! 24! Continued and Concluded.
! 26! Chp 7, "Lymphatic  System and Immunity"
! 28! Continued

Oct! 1! Continued and Concluded.
! 3! Chp 8, "Digestive System and Nutrition"
! 5! Continued and Concluded.
! 8! Chp 9, "Respiratory System"
! 10! Continued and Concluded.
! 11-12! Semester Break
! 15! Exam #2  Chapters 5-9.
! 17! Chp 10. "Urinary System and Excretion” 
! 19! Continued and Concluded.
! 22! Chp 11." Skeletal System"
! 24! Continued and Concluded.
! 26! Chp 12, "Muscular System"
! 29! Continued and Concluded.
! 31! Chp 13,"Nervous System"

Nov! 2! Continued and Concluded.
! 5! Chp 14,  "Senses" 
! 7! Continued and Concluded.
! 9! Exam #3  Chapters 10-14.  
! 11! Chp 15, "Endocrine System"
! 12! Continued
! 14! Continued and Concluded.
! 16! Chp 16,  "Reproductive System" 
! 19! Continued
! 21-23! Thanksgiving Break 
! 26! Continued and Concluded.!
! 28! Chp 19  “Cancer”
! 30! Continued & Concluded



Dec! 3! Chp 17, “Development and Aging”
! 5! Continued 
! 7    ! Exam #4 Chapters 15-17, 19.   
! 12! Comprehensive Final Exam 12:30-2:30 pm

COMMON LEARNING OBJECTIVES

I.  Students will explain and apply major concepts of a view of life, the cell, and the genetic 
basis of life.

II.  Students will demonstrate knowledge of the process of science including asking testable 
questions, using inductive and deductive reasoning in forming hypotheses and in making reliable 
predictions.  

III.  Students will explain the methods of science, and distinguish among the natural sciences, 
liberal arts (humanities and fine arts, and behavioral sciences) and pseudo-science.

IV.  Students will compute ratios, proportions, percentages, decimals, fractions, frequencies, and 
elementary probabilities where necessary.

SPECIFIC COURSE OBJECTIVES FOR BIOLOGY 1200

Upon successful completion of the class discussions, exams, quizzes and other assignments in 
this course, the student will:

demonstrate a knowledge of scientific reasoning and the scientific method
demonstrate a knowledge of life and the cell as the basis of life
describe the basic chemical composition of living organisms
describe various cellular structures and their functions
describe how humans fit into the other elements of the living world
gain an understanding of homeostasis and how it aids in the survival of human systems
demonstrate a knowledge of human digestion and nutrition
demonstrate a knowledge of blood and the circulatory system
gain an understanding of the structure and function of the urinary system
gain an understanding of the human immune system and how it protects health
demonstrate a knowledge of the structure and function of the respiratory system
gain an understanding of relationship of the skeletal and muscular systems
demonstrate a knowledge of the nervous system structure and function
Pdemonstrate a knowledge of the function of the endocrine system
gain an understanding of the structure and function of the reproductive system
gain a knowledge of human development and the aging process

 


